[Gene testing of hereditary cancer on comprehensive gene medical examination support system].
It has been estimated that genetic factors or a combination of genetic and environmental factors play a role in the development of 10-15% of all cancers. A genetic cause of hereditary cancer has been identified in more than 40 diseases till now. For preventing this cancer, gene testing is essential because it has no definite clinical marker as in hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer: HNPCC. Much more experience must be accumulated in this testing at the clinical base in order to increase specificity and sensitivity while safeguarding ethical, legal and social issues (ELSI). Recently, the Personal Information Protection Law was enforced. Gene inspection involving hereditary cancer should be carried out under a comprehensive gene medical examination organization. It is important for the family doctor, medical specialist, and gene inspection person in charge to cooperate closely with one another, and this will be a subject of future study.